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Run #1174 / February 24th 2022
Hare: Cum See my Box & Slippery
Start: Heritage ranch
On On: OJ’s
Scribe: Dik C Cup

With a gentle dusting of white powder on trail (the cold, frozen kind) the
hashers assembled in the Heritage Ranch parking lot. Better late than
never, I say…some subpar service delayed the whole pre-lube crew
and left myself wondering if I had missed a notice of a secret starting
point. I remember a time when the late folks were on the block for a
scribe, but somehow the only one on time fell victim to an accidental
spin-the-bottle appointment, and here we are. It’s been a while and it
was certainly a pleasure to see some familiar faces and some new ones
(to me) after such an extended absence. I picked a most wonderful
return date as we were celebrating the 2 day passing of the 2-2-2-2-2
date which meant only one thing…time to open the ‘ol tickle trunk and
slap on a Tutu. I even brought a couple extra for the folks that forgot…
not getting away that easy people! A good little gaggle of hashers were
present: Cum See My Box, TNT, Slippery When Wet, Broken Boner,
Pucker Sucker, Curb Crawler, Crash Test Rummy, and myself (Dixie
Cup) along with a couple other recent absentees (so I heard) with
Prickly Bush making an appearance; ditching her book club to grace
us with her presence (although we quickly found out that maybe her
book club ditched her). Lost Ann Found also made the trek from
outside the local area to join in our woodland adventure. Double digits,
Go Team!
A quick review with some moderately recognizable flour markings and
we were off. Headlamps and tracks adorned on this beautiful evening
through the wilderness. We quickly realized that the example markings

were very closely matched to the real trail, leaving us a little puzzled on
what? and where? not too far into the expedition. It didn’t take us long
to lose trail completely. Unfortunately our hare wasn’t privy to that
portion of the trail so after a solid hunt in and out of the paths, traveled
and not, and fear of the walkers consuming all the Beer Near bevies,
there was a group decision made to take the long cut to the onehundred-fifty some staircase where we could be directed to the correct
path. The calves are still burning! The continuation of lost direction
continued as the folks of the Westlake District had wiped the majority of
the markings away with their sidewalk shoveling ways. It was still a
most amazing jaunt with a variety of sights to be seen. A pee break
here, a death-defying skate across a patch of ice there, left us with a
Corps de Ballet at a very beautiful Hash Hold. A view of the Westlake
frozen trees and pond back-dropped the smiles of a successful walk
and run, despite any detours along the way.
A Tutu walk back to the parking lot for what I didn’t know was a
momentous Circle Up. Apparently swill and punishments had been in
Section C-19 for a while and this was the dawn of a, post-restriction,
return to some sort of normalcy; if normalcy is even in a Hasher’s
vocabulary. Punishments were assigned, along with a celebration or
two. Some Vanilla name calling, some book club poo-poo-ing, cheers
for the out-of-towner and long lost hashers, along with enough other
random charges to finish all the swill cups. Singing, dancing, and
drinking (well, more drinking) was certainly welcomed back with open
arms (and mouths). I was also surprised to see Boner in pants even
though it did chill quite quickly towards the end (maybe a good choice)
…warmer weather is on the horizon! And hopefully we all get to see
each other’s beautiful faces soon.
On-On

•

Dixie Cup? Dick See Cup? Dik C Cup? I need a nametag.

A Monthfull of Hares
POP up 1174.5 March 3rd at 6 pm
Slippery & Crash at Social 13 - no running involved just live
music, food, drink and great company.
Run # 1175
March 10th Hare: Whore Sleigher
Run Details to Follow
Run #1176
March 24th Hares: TNT & Prickley

